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Executive summary

Cyber insurance is the fastest growing line of business in the insurance industry. A combined assault of daily front-page news items about cyberattacks, increasing government regulation and insurance industry awareness are all raising the profile of cyber risk. This is no longer just an IT-based risk but also a major business risk that is being considered at company board and ownership levels. According to surveys, 99 per cent of all boards of directors discuss cyber risk on a regular basis, and 80 per cent of CEOs consider cyber risk the number one threat to business growth. As more regulations are adopted, including global notification requirements such as fines and penalties, the corporate sector is looking to insurance to offer mitigation solutions that can effectively deal with this emerging risk.

Risk transfer and services

There is indeed a major opportunity for the insurance industry to help mainly corporate and commercial customers better manage and mitigate cyber risks. By doing so, insurers also tap into revenue streams in an entirely new specialised line of business:

1. Providing cyber risk transfer in the form of cyber insurance policies; and
2. Providing cyberattack prevention and mitigation services to help companies reduce the occurrences and the impact of a cyberattack.

In just a few years, cyber insurance premiums have grown to an estimated USD 2 billion in North America and USD 3 billion globally. These volumes are expected to continue to grow. Insurers provide a much-needed service for customers in terms of cyber risk prevention, mitigation and loss compensation.

Cybersecurity services are a new revenue stream for insurers. There are essentially two phases where insurers can be active:

1. Pre-breach: Insurers work to design appropriate cyber insurance policies for their future clients. They work with customers to better understand risks and to prevent breaches based on appropriate risk management frameworks. Insurers also offer services to increase cyber awareness in the company, assess clients’ contingency plans, train personnel, or recommend best practices to reduce the effect and fix the breach. These services help to reduce the impact of an attack or an incident when it occurs.

2. Post-breach: Insurance policies provide services that evaluate the impact, investigate the attack, help implement response and recovery plans, provide forensics, public relations and communications support, notify customers, and identify appropriate mitigating actions to strengthen resilience in the future.

Services yield data which will fuel growth

The benefits of providing cybersecurity services go beyond generating an additional revenue stream and introducing an additional form of protection to customers. Insurers also collect valuable data regarding cyber risks, cyberattacks, successful mitigation strategies, and financial impact. This helps to build a critical data set for rating future customers, modelling cyber risks, and underwriting and pricing future services.

This data is crucial for fuelling the growth of cyber insurance in a large market for two reasons: first, insurers often do not have enough data to accurately price products; and second, without sufficient data about losses and claims payments, it is difficult to explain and sell a product to customers.

Hypotheses evaluated

In this paper, we analyse the state of the cyber insurance market and the role insurance can play in advancing cyber resilience. To structure our research, we formulated and tested three hypotheses:

1. Insurance companies operating in the cyber insurance area are experiencing a transformation along the value chain. They are moving away from only providing risk transfer products to also offering prevention, mitigation and resolution services.

2. Insurers have the unique opportunity to influence and improve cyber risk operations for their customers. The new collaborative model and the larger presence of insurers can be leveraged to create cyber risk awareness and improve coordination in customer organisations.

3. The cyber insurance market is still in its infancy and is in constant transition with potentially important tipping points.

Methodology

The authors of this report used two independent methods to research the market and to validate the results. The initial investigation included a thorough examination of existing academic research materials, and documentation from various organisations and companies in the cyber risk and insurance ecosystem. In addition to the literature review, information was gathered by conducting more than 45 interviews with underwriters, brokers, reinsurers, and customers in the U.S., Europe and Asia. The results of the literature review and interviews were then analysed by a team of cybersecurity and insurance experts at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) and the Boston Consulting Group (BCG).

Key challenges

Throughout our research we encountered several challenges:

1. Many of the cyber risks are not yet well understood.
2. There is a prevailing concern about the potential for large accumulation and/or aggregation risk.
3. Lack of data and lack of data sharing are contributing to the uncertainties of how to develop and market insurance products, define the limits of insurability, and develop effective backstop solutions either with governments or through public-private partnerships.

4. The potential impact of multiple government regulations in multiple geographies and jurisdictions (often within the same country) adds significantly to the uncertainty.
5. The effects of technological developments are unknown. This uncertainty is compounded in at least three areas:
   a. The global trend towards digitisation in many industries introduces technologies with unknown vulnerabilities;
   b. It is unclear how long it will take to develop improved cyber security tools and how successful they will be in protecting digital industrial systems. In addition, standards of cyber governance are still underdeveloped;
   c. The development of new cyberattack tools by cybercriminals and nation states is entirely unpredictable.
6. There is a major difference in the cyber awareness and needs of large enterprises compared to small and medium-sized enterprises (SME).
7. There is confusion in the customer base as to who should evaluate and purchase cyber insurance—the Chief Information Security Officer (CISO), Chief Risk Officer (CRO), Chief Technology Officer (CTO), Chief Operating Officer (COO), Chief Executive Officer (CEO), or the Board of Directors.

Topics for future research

The authors of this paper also identified a number of future research topics, including:

- Insurability—Given the entirely new and still unexplored features of cyber risk which includes matters relating to randomness and attribution (are cyber
incidents regularly insured events or results of terror or war?), questions relating to insurability and the parameters to enable insurability need to be explored.

- **Accumulation risk**—The global nature of cyber risk with its many interlinkages across industries and sectors raises the issue of accumulation risk. Risk modelling in this area is still in its infancy.

- **Capacity**—Related to accumulation risk is the question whether the global (re)insurance industry can command the capital to absorb what ultimately may be a very large probable maximum loss. This also leads to the question whether governments will need to provide a backstop (similar to those in terrorism insurance) and to what extent global capital markets would be prepared to accept the securitisation of cyber risk.

- **Understanding cyber risk in terms of other insurance**—What can we gain by looking at other insurance markets and products (e.g. extreme natural catastrophe events, terrorism, war)?

- **Understanding market dynamics**—Better tracking and prediction methods are needed for cyber insurance market movements, entry and exit of players, impacts on market pricing, the impact of cyber events, metrics, and overall learning as the marketplace absorbs more information.

- **Creating an effective value chain**—Finding the right mix of services, in-house vs partnering, charging for services, required vs voluntary services are just a few of the issues in building the cyber risk service value chain.

- **Understanding the political, macro- and microeconomic impacts of cyber risk**—Many of the aspects of cyber risk are playing out in the international community in terms of politics, regulations, and trade policies. How these will impact insurers today and in the future is a very important aspect of the insurance marketplace.

**Conclusion**

Insurers are uniquely positioned to help their customers improve cyber awareness, and better understand and manage cyber risks. In addition to the growth of policies for cyber risk transfer, the cyber risk insurance value chain provides a range of cybersecurity services. This offering includes not only risk mitigation and protection services for customers but also valuable data for insurers regarding cyber risks, cyberattacks, successful mitigation strategies, and the financial impact of actual cyber events.
Digitisation is a powerful economic and societal force shaping and improving lives and futures around the globe. Digitisation is in fact fuelling world economic growth. With digitisation comes increased impact and awareness of cyber risks. If not properly addressed, cyber risks have the potential to constrain and even reverse the forward momentum of digitisation which could adversely impact the world economy.

- While cyber insurance is frequently mentioned as an appropriate risk transfer mechanism, it is only recently that cyber insurance has become a marketable offering. Cyber insurance differs from other lines of business and introduces a number of challenges: cyber insurance can be considered both a product and a service, it can be a part of many lines of insurance or it can be offered as a stand-alone service.

- As everything is increasingly connected, cyber risk is ubiquitous and fluid, making its management difficult and dynamic.

- Cyber risk involves both tangible and intangible assets and activities—putting a value on losses involves judgment not evidenced and conventions not yet established.

- In most areas, cyber risk will continue to evolve and it will take time to ‘mature’ into a more stable state.

- The anonymity that the cyber space provides makes the attribution of cyber incidents difficult.

- Because it is not subject to physical world constraints, cyber risk does not conform to insurance risk models typically addressing either high severity/low frequency or low severity/high frequency events that in most cases are based on the idiosyncratic nature of the insured risk. Instead, cyber risk has the potential to be highly correlated across industries around the world, and, as a result of risk accumulation and aggregation, it can produce costly high severity/high frequency events.

The cyber insurance market is like other markets that are not yet fully developed in that (1) demand is inconsistently informed; (2) uncertainty and behavioural distortions impede decision-making; (3) common vocabularies are not broadly adopted; (4) suppliers’ solutions are not standardised; (5) historical knowledge is limited; (6) industry regulators (such as the FCC in the U.S.) are unsure of their role and what to do; and (7) the ecosystem is fragmented. As a result, participants cannot appreciate the nature of the risk and the efficacy of preventive measures. Informational asymmetries create issues related to moral hazard and adverse selection.

The recent history of cyber exploits reflects a slow awakening to exposure and a surge of activity based on the latest headline event. To truly get ahead of the risk requires principled and visionary leadership, agility and collaboration.

The aim of this research is to provide insights into the cyber insurance market, identify future trends, and suggest areas for market development and improvement.

First, the report elaborates on some of the greatest challenges that insurers active in the cyber space are facing, from how to deal with accumulation risk to the sharing of incident data to improve risk modelling tools.

Second, we will review how insurance companies are transforming their offerings from strictly risk transfer products to a comprehensive series of offerings along the cyber risk value chain.

Third, we will analyse how insurers can educate customer organisations and collaborate with them so that they are better prepared to manage their risk.

Lastly, the report will reflect on the evolution and currently limited maturity of the cyber insurance market by analysing its status and proposing a market model to illustrate possible future developments.
2. Methodology

We conducted our research in three phases:

- **Phase 1: Literature review**—We conducted a thorough search and review of the published literature on ‘cyber risk’ and ‘cyber insurance.’ The list of documents includes industry reports, insurance papers and academic papers among others. The primary documents consulted are listed in the References section.

- **Phase 2: Internal knowledge**—The MIT Sloan Interdisciplinary Consortium on Improving Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity, MIT-(IC)³ and the Boston Consulting Group, BCG, synthesised experience and meaningful insights from extensive work done in the cyber risk sector in recent years. Their work helped identify the hypotheses and lines of work on which to focus for this research. This interaction also helped to generate the interview guidelines for the next stage of the project.

- **Phase 3: Insurance and customer interviews**—Our initial research is supported by more than 30 interviews that BCG Platinion conducted with insurers, experts and customers. Additionally, another 15 interviews were held to focus on our three leading hypotheses: (1) insurers are experiencing a transformation as they expand their services along the value chain; (2) insurers can significantly influence their customers to improve cyber awareness and remove their protection gaps; and (3) cyber insurance is still in its infancy, but the market is evolving, and its expansion is driven by regulation and cyber incidents.
From self-driving cars to smart insulin pumps, technology is constantly transforming and improving our lives; however, these technologies reveal vulnerabilities that, if exploited, could result in disaster.1

Imagine a case in which a hacker remotely accesses a self-driving car (an event of this nature has already occurred).2 If a hacker were able to redirect a car to collide with a structure, the car, the structure, and everything in it could be severely damaged, people could be injured and the car manufacturer’s reputation could suffer. How can we better understand this cyber event and its associated risks?

Cyber risk is defined differently depending on the perspective of those defining it. From the Chief Risk Officer Forum,3 the definition of cyber risk covers:

- Any risk arising from the use of electronic data and its transmission, including technology tools such as the Internet and telecommunications networks.

- Physical damage that can be caused by cyberattacks.

- Fraud resulting from the misuse of data.

- Any liability related to data usage, storage and transfer.

- The availability, integrity and confidentiality of electronic information, whether related to individuals, companies, or governments.

The example of an attack on a self-driving car unequivocally fits into the above definition of cyber risk, but less clear are the insurance obligations that would come into effect following the incident. Would the car manufacturer’s plant, property & equipment (PP&E) insurance cover damage to the car? Would the car insurance cover the damage to the structure and its contents? Which policy would protect damage to the car manufacturer’s brand? Who would pay for the investigation? Would the answers to these and other questions be driven by legislation and regulation?

This example is not purely theoretical. Hardly a day goes by without another cyberattack mentioned in the press. For example, the price paid by Verizon in its acquisition of Yahoo! decreased by USD 350 million to USD 4.48 billion after the breaches that Yahoo! had suffered were disclosed.4

Insurers are responding to greater frequency and awareness to cyberattacks with the development of specific cyber risk insurance policies. In addition to traditional coverage, insurers are also providing services to enable their customers to be better prepared overall to manage cyber risks and quickly address the impacts in the aftermath of attacks or incidents. We will revisit this point later in Chapter 4: The insurance role in cyber risk transfer.

Despite the evolution of the cyber insurance market, customers struggle to understand their exposure and appetite for risk transfer. Cyber risk policies are technical and are complicated by the fact that they are standardised along a single offering model; some underwriters offer stand-alone policies, while others integrate cyber insurance in current offers without making any distinction. Customers and insurers are struggling with the issue of silent risk.5 Moreover, insurance pricing and risk models continue to evolve. Additionally, many customers do not see any value in cyber insurance because they do not understand their cyber exposure. In Section 4.2: Coordinating the cyber insurance ecosystem we will elaborate on how insurers can help customers reduce their cyber risks to an acceptable level.

Customers are demanding more extensive coverage, and insurers are jumping into the market with new offerings to satisfy those needs. Large client companies are more mature in their thinking and have developed internal cybersecurity capabilities or have partnered with third party organisations to address their needs. However, small and medium client companies are generally more exposed as they do not have the resources to address all their cybersecurity needs. The insurance market is rapidly changing to address this range of demands. This paper will

---

3 https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2017/02/our-critical-infrastructure-is-more-vulnerable-than-ever-it-doesn-t-have-to-be-that-way/
4 https://www.tesla.com/autopilot
5 http://www.thecroforum.org/
6 www.bloomberg.com, 2017-02-21, Verizon said to reach deal for lowered Yahoo! price after-hacks
7 Silent cyber risk refers to cyber exposures that are not specifically included or excluded by (non-cyber) insurance policies. The silent exposures inherent in non-cyber policies can be significantly exacerbated by cyber events. It is estimated that silent risk can make up 90 per cent of total cyber exposures (see E. Kopp et al. (2017), Cyber Risk Market Failures and Financial Stability, IMF).
discuss cyber insurance market dynamics in Chapter 5: The growing cyber insurance market.

Finally, we consider some of the biggest challenges to the cyber insurance industry. The following paragraphs synthesise what has already been published in many industry reports with insights gleaned from our interviews.

3.1 The unique nature of cyber risk

Insurance companies are used to dealing with many areas of uncertainty and risk. They offer coverage for natural disasters, business interruption, and even damage from terrorist attacks; however, insurance companies are not used to dealing with many of the new incidents of cyber risk.

One way to conceptualise the implications of a cyberattack with regard to damage is to compare it with an earthquake. An earthquake can happen anywhere, anytime. It can cause property damage, personal injuries and losses, and can interrupt business operations and supply chains. A cyberattack can cause the same damage. For example, a hacker could target the control system of a pressure valve in a nuclear power plant and cause damage comparable to the earthquake and tsunami that nearly destroyed the Fukushima nuclear plant in Japan.

However, cyber incidents do not only occur with high severity, they can also occur with high frequency

In this sense, the nature of a cyber incident is different to that of a natural disaster (e.g. earthquake). Based on many years of observations and historical records, we know that natural disasters occur with a certain frequency. For example, the likelihood of having several simultaneous earthquakes around the world is very small, but cyberattacks can happen to any number of organisations simultaneously. The recent WannaCry attack exemplifies the global and spontaneous nature of a widespread cyberattack. Experiencing an attack does not necessarily prevent the same company from experiencing a second attack immediately after the first. This will depend on the speed of identification, analysis, and mitigations, and whether the second attack targets the original vulnerabilities or new unidentified ones. Whereas it is unlikely that a single earthquake will occur around the world (although areas could be affected beyond the immediate earthquake zone), the same cannot be said for a cyberattack.

Cyberattacks and other cyber events are created by humans. Attacks are usually directed at specific targets with a clear outcome in mind (e.g. profiting from the attack, causing damage, responding to political manifestations). Cyberattacks could actually be provoked by the behaviour of targeted companies or governments. In that sense, cyber risk may assume features of endogeneity, thereby losing its idiosyncrasy. Attacks may also have unplanned implications. Cyber risk needs to address both malicious cyberattacks and unintentional events caused by machine or human failure. To date, the majority of cyber events have been aided or abetted by humans intentionally or unintentionally. In comparison, natural disasters are not the direct result of human action. Furthermore, the expected losses from many natural disasters can be better predicted than cyberattacks because conditions and locations exposed to specific types of disasters are well known and constantly monitored.

Historical cyberattack data is limited and not well-structured (with the exception of some limited areas such as breach/confidentiality insurance), while natural disasters are highly scrutinised and catalogued in extensive records. Cyber risks, on the other hand, are relatively new events, and the existing models to assess risk and the information available are still limited.

3.2 Accumulation risk

One of the foremost challenges in the cyber security landscape is accumulation risk. There is a great deal of research that addresses this topic. For example, ‘Casualty Accumulation Risks’ from the CRO Forum and ‘Business Blackout’ from Lloyd’s are two reports that analyse the implications of accumulation risk.

Accumulation risk is the total exposure affected by incidents (e.g. a cyberattack on a power utility or a cloud service provider) that could cause a significant business disruption or loss across geographies or companies, and affect several insurance policies.

---

8 http://www.thecroforum.org/casualty-accumulation-risk/
As more and more companies rely on third-party solutions to operate their businesses (e.g. cloud services from Amazon, Google, IBM or Microsoft; see Figure 1) and interconnectivity increases, accumulation risk is becoming more relevant. The number of companies using common platform software (e.g. SAP) or moving to the cloud increases the potential impact of a large-scale attack. During our interviews, 90 per cent of our respondents mentioned accumulation risk as a critical challenge in the industry, highlighting the importance of assessing and managing this type of risk. From a risk management perspective, if cyber knowledge is inexistent or significantly limited in a company, particularly in SMEs, a better risk mitigation strategy might be to rely on professional vendors, assuming that the necessary controls, roles and responsibilities are put in place. That said, vendor management is also an important means of managing accumulation risk.

Figure 1: Public cloud adoption.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cloud Provider</th>
<th>% Running Apps</th>
<th>% Experimenting</th>
<th>% Plan to Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AWS</td>
<td>57%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azure</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google Cloud</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oracle Cloud</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Ocean</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: interviews.

Accumulation risk has become a top priority for insurance companies; however, many customers are still not fully aware of its potential impact.

Amazon Web Services (AWS) is one of the largest cloud providers. In the hypothetical case of an attack against AWS, many companies using AWS would be affected. The potential impact could range from business interruption to PP&E damage, casualties, etc. The complexity of accumulation risk means that it is not clear whose insurance would cover what in the case of such an attack. Should AWS’s insurance cover all affected customers?

Should the insurance of the affected customer be responsible? Should a cyber or PP&E policy cover associated losses?

Accumulation risk is not the only consequence of exposure to the cloud. Companies using the same IT platforms and tools are all exposed to the vulnerabilities of those platforms and tools (e.g. SAP vulnerabilities can affect anyone using SAP). For example, in a recent cyberattack on a post-production sound editing studio, several television shows and movies were stolen. The footage belonged to different studios (ABC, Netflix, Fox), but because all of them were using the same sound editing studio, they were exposed to the same attack. Initially, the hackers demanded a ransom from the audio studio, but the studio refused to pay. Clearly, the implicated parties effectively lost their movies as they were released on the internet, but what is not clear is whose insurance is responsible for covering the incident.

All the above-mentioned issues illustrate the complexity of accumulation risk. Four out of the ten insurers interviewed had decided not to cover risks associated with cloud or software vendors. As for the reasons for not covering accumulation risk, two interviewees cited the difficulty in measuring and predicting its impact. Insurance companies that cover accumulation risk are spending a significant amount of their time educating their customers, focusing on illustrating how the usage of extended IT infrastructure and tools represents a vulnerability for a company and how companies can be better prepared to deal with such exposure. Our interviewees noted that the way underwriters perceive accumulation risk is similar to how they perceive a pandemic scenario. In fact, this analogy was used to educate cyber insurance customers on the relevance of this type of risk.

Insurance companies also mentioned that it is difficult to price accumulation risk. To this day, there has not been a major, systemic cyber incident that has provided sufficient data to be included in insurers’ cyber risk models. The lack of data and the many interdependencies between companies make it difficult to assess the ultimate impact of such an event. Nevertheless, some insurers and reinsurers are willing to take on this risk. If insurers want to

---

10 http://fortune.com/2017/05/01/netflix-orange-new-black-hack/
be able to successfully manage the potential of extreme losses associated with accumulation risk, the industry needs to create better risk models and educate customers to help them understand their accumulation risk exposure.

### 3.3 Limited data availability and information sharing

Like technology itself, cyber risks evolve. Every week, or even every day, new vulnerabilities and types of attacks are discovered. There are groups who are fully dedicated to finding and exploiting vulnerabilities. Once a vulnerability is detected and made known, it may become obsolete rather quickly, so hackers keep looking for new vulnerabilities. Hackers have substantially advanced a variety of social engineering capabilities, including, for example, sophisticated phishing campaigns that trick even cautious users into clicking on links that provide system access to attackers. Known vulnerabilities and the human factor remain the cause of most attacks.

Sharing incident data and the resulting claims information would help to provide much needed historical data to build or enhance cyber risk models. This would in turn help insurers to improve their pricing methodology and identify gaps in customers' security. A common repository of incident data could also help to raise cyber awareness across customer organisations. As more information about cyber incidents is added to the repository, companies would be better informed about their exposure to cyber risks. Greater awareness could result in greater demand for cyber insurance and lead to improved market efficiency. Finally, cyber insurance companies could alert their customers to potential incidents or even vulnerabilities based on the incident data from similar organisations.

Currently, cyber risk data is limited. There is less historical data available for cyber incidents and claims than for traditional insurance claims. Companies are wary of putting their cyber incident data into a common repository due to multiple factors: (1) even if the data is anonymised, it is frequently distinct enough to be traced back to a specific company; (2) exposing this data may make the company attractive to further attacks or expose it to regulatory fines or legal fees; (3) once placed in a repository, the data may be passed to supervisors or published without the owner's consent. While legal structures that facilitate cyber information sharing—e.g. providing limited liability protection in case of inadvertent disclosure of private information—have improved in the past two years, they are still evolving. This is complicated by different countries and regions enacting their own laws, creating a patchwork of inconsistent rules and regulations. Within Information Sharing and Analysis Centers (ISACs), sharing is restricted to the closed environment and does not include insurance claim data. Finally, there is no single data structure that allows cross-industry sharing, and only limited standards that describe and codify different types of incidents.

Nowadays, cyberattacks are happening more frequently and are having greater impact. While data can be extracted from these incidents, cross-industry sharing of the data and gaining insights from it pose key challenges. Companies are concerned about the negative implications of publicly disclosing their vulnerabilities (e.g. public perception or reputation could be impacted). Sometimes, companies are not allowed, or not willing to take on the risk of disclosing past attacks due to the existence of regulations or contracts. For instance, if the event is under investigation by law enforcement, the company will be banned from releasing details regarding the investigation and will therefore not be able to share any data about the attack. Until there is a framework that allows satisfactory sharing of cyber incident data while limiting the potential liability of involved companies, the current situation will not improve.

Insurers have the option to collaborate and share their data, but in most cases, they simply do not do it. None of the insurers interviewed are currently sharing their incident information, although two out of the ten mentioned that they are actively collaborating on defining mechanisms to share information. Five out of ten believe that sharing information would be beneficial to the industry. However, the insurers who did not support sharing mentioned that their incident data constituted their own competitive advantage, so it would not be beneficial for them to share it.

There are several efforts facilitated by governments and the insurance industry to create a common repository.
and to standardise the classification and reporting of cyber incidents. The ultimate goal is to provide insurance companies and organisations with access to cyber incident information that would help them to better assess their risk and implement appropriate mitigating controls. One of the most important initiatives is CIDAR\textsuperscript{12} led by the Department of Homeland Security in the U.S. The CRO Forum\textsuperscript{13} is also involved in improving the categorisation and reporting of cyber risk, working closely with different insurance companies.

### 3.4 Impact of cyber regulation

The main difference between the U.S. and Europe is the role that regulation has played in the development of the cyber risk market. There are two relevant developments. The first, and so far relatively well-advanced development, concerns the treatment of cyber incidents in the corporate sector (including financial services) and the protection of consumers with respect to the protection and integrity of data stored in the cyber space. The second relates to the regulation of insurers as providers of risk solutions to their customers. This regulatory development is still in its infancy.

With regard to the first developments, and according to the participants in our interviews, the U.S. cyber insurance market is a couple of years ahead of the European market. The main reason is that regulation in the U.S. has driven the market to increase its demand for cyber risk coverage: in the U.S. market, companies are required to report cyber incidents (i.e. a data breach) to their customers and to the authorities.

The European regulatory landscape is about to change with the introduction of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) in May 2018.\textsuperscript{14} Insurance companies writing cyber policies expect that the new directive will boost the market to levels similar to those of the U.S. market. The new regulation will help to raise cyber awareness on the customer side and increase efforts to protect customer data, raising demand for cyber risk coverage. This imminent change is transforming the market: insurance companies that were not yet in the cyber risk market are developing cyber products, and those already offering cyber products are revisiting and improving them, putting to use their experience and expertise in cyber insurance. We are about to witness an exciting transformation in Europe as the market expands.

With respect to insurance regulation, authorities have recognised that cyber risk has taken on a global dimension and ideally needs to be addressed in a globally coordinated manner. An example is the declaration of EU and U.S. authorities made in early 2017 in which they declared cyber risk as one of the key initiatives in the joint EU-U.S. Insurance Project.\textsuperscript{15} However, both the Financial Stability Board (FSB) and the International Association of Insurance Supervisors (IAIS) have so far refrained from developing concrete standards. The FSB has published a stocktake on cybersecurity regulatory and supervisory practices.\textsuperscript{16}

While FSB member jurisdictions have been active for some time in addressing cybersecurity, nearly three-quarters of members reported plans to issue new regulations, guidance or supervisory practices that address cybersecurity for the financial sector within the next year. The IAIS has released a descriptive analysis with a focus on cyber risks affecting the insurance sector.\textsuperscript{17} In this paper, the IAIS indicated that up to eight Insurance Core Principles, which provide a globally accepted framework for the supervision of the insurance sector, will probably need rewording.

That said, a number of national initiatives are more specific. The U.K. Prudential Regulation Authority, for example has issued a consultation paper on ‘Cyber risk underwriting risk’ that is mainly concerned with issues of accumulation risk and silent risk.\textsuperscript{18} It is clear that national authorities will soon issue guidance and regulations on the topic of insurers active in the cyber risk transfer market.
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\textsuperscript{12} CIDAR(Cyber Incident Data and Analysis Repository), https://www.dhs.gov/event/cidar-workshop
\textsuperscript{13} http://www.thecroforum.org/concept-proposal-categorisation-methodology-for-cyber-risk/
\textsuperscript{14} http://ec.europa.eu/justice/data-protection/reform/index_en.htm
\textsuperscript{15} https://ec.europa.eu/justice/data-protection/reform/index_en.htm
There are also private-public partnerships in the area of standard setting. The Cyber Risk Management project (CyRiM) based in Singapore represents a partnership between the Monetary Authority of Singapore, Nanyang Technology University and major insurers, reinsurers and brokers. It seeks clarity on the definition of cyber risk, creating a common data set, exploring loss scenarios, creating benchmark loss models, and considering methods for non-intrusive risk assessment.

Despite the role they have played so far, insurers and their customers should not wait for regulation to force them to start thinking about cyber risk. The corporate sector, and especially small and medium-sized companies that do not yet have cyber insurance, should explore this possibility.

### 3.5 Technology and cyber insurance

Technology and cyber risk go hand in hand. As technology improves and transforms our lives, hackers are getting more and more sophisticated, developing attacks that could potentially destroy companies and governments. With the expansion of the Internet, the proliferation of smart connected devices (Internet of Things (IoT) devices) and the rise of autonomous vehicles, there is an increasingly large number of possible attack vectors, and an increased potential for a point of failure that could lead to a disastrous scenario.

**Cyber vulnerabilities can affect the success of new technologies**

The cyber risk analysis market is evolving as rapidly as the technology market itself. In fact, there are numerous start-ups focused on risk modelling and risk ratings that are helping to improve cyber insurance risk models. Examples include Bitsight, Security Scorecard, and FICO security score. As another example, Swiss Re has recently partnered with Cyence to improve their risk modelling tools.

Cyber insurance should foster and support the advancement of new technologies that safeguard their customers’ new products. Insurers active in the cyber market should support the development of tools that can reduce the risk and exposure of their customers. Some companies are already investing in new technologies to monitor their customers’ network activity and to predict future attacks with machine learning algorithms. Many cybersecurity companies are also focusing on automating cybersecurity operations to quickly identify and remove vulnerabilities and to measure the quality of security measures they have implemented.

Finally, insurers could assume an important role in the propagation and enforcement of minimal IT security and information security standards. They could do so by varying the terms and conditions of cyber policies, depending on the degree of sophistication of IT protection and IT governance assessed for customers. This would not only benefit corporate customers but also protect society and improve the resilience of an increasingly interconnected world.

---

20 Swiss Re Sigma no 1/2017 report, https://www.cyence.net/
Cyber insurance is an immature, yet quickly evolving market. Insurance companies are still entering and learning the market, while customers are either sceptical or unsure of the potential of the market. Nonetheless, it is now clear that the market will grow in the coming years.

According to the most recent reports, the size of the cyber insurance market is believed to be about USD 3 billion. The attractiveness of the market is clearly shown by the number of insurance companies that are continuously entering the market with new products. In our interviews, several insurers mentioned that they were revisiting and relaunching their cyber insurance products to make them more attractive to their customers, and companies that originally did not want to join the cyber insurance market have already entered it or have plans to enter it.

The main reason for this trend is that the cyber insurance market has become profitable due to the still limited number of claims. Additionally, some customers purchase cyber insurance to satisfy industry-specific regulations or requests from executive boards, never intending to file a claim. Some insurers expect profitability to level off as the balance between policies written and claims incurred will likely change in the near future.

As the market keeps growing, competition will increase. To secure their market share, underwriters must better understand their customers and design policies that match their needs. From our interviews, it is clear that insurers already distinguish between large companies and SMEs, each with different needs and degrees of exposure to cyber risk (see Figure 2).

**There are two clear customer size segments in the cyber insurance market: large enterprises and small/medium enterprises**

On the one hand, there are large enterprises, such as financial institutions (e.g. HSBC, Citibank, State Street), that have large IT departments and dedicated resources to manage risk. These companies usually have in their organisation a Chief Risk Officer and Chief Information Security Officer who are well prepared to deal with cyber risk and have a high degree of understanding of their vulnerabilities and exposures. In addition, large companies usually have cyber insurance policies and work with external cyber risk consultants to reduce exposure.

**SMEs are not ready to deal with cyber risk, making selling cyber insurance to them a slow and costly process**

On the other hand, SMEs populate a very different landscape. While there are notable exceptions, SMEs as a group lack the expertise and resources to deal with cyber risk effectively. They are usually unaware of vulnerabilities and risk exposures, they do not have dedicated teams to deal with cyber risk, and even when they do, the team

---

**Figure 2: Cyber risk readiness by customer segment.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cyber risk education (i.e. understand risk and plan for it)</th>
<th>Large enterprises</th>
<th>Small &amp; medium-sized enterprises</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cyber risk culture (i.e. foster cyber risk across company, from top to bottom)</td>
<td><img src="Image" alt="Low" /></td>
<td><img src="Image" alt="Low" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyber risk organisational structure (i.e. CISO, CRO roles)</td>
<td><img src="Image" alt="Medium" /></td>
<td><img src="Image" alt="Medium" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyber risk IT partners (i.e. CISCO, IBM)</td>
<td><img src="Image" alt="High" /></td>
<td><img src="Image" alt="High" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyber risk consulting and advice partners (i.e. EY, Accenture)</td>
<td><img src="Image" alt="Low" /></td>
<td><img src="Image" alt="Low" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyber insurance (i.e. policies in place to cover cyber risk)</td>
<td><img src="Image" alt="Medium" /></td>
<td><img src="Image" alt="Medium" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Interviews.
is neither large nor diverse enough to provide adequate protection. As a result, SMEs outsource much of their IT and cybersecurity functions. While this market has an attractive potential for cyber insurance, underwriters find it difficult to demonstrate the value of insurance to SMEs that are not well versed in cyber risk. The investment of time that would be required for insurers and brokers to sell to SMEs is substantial, and returns can be small. Some interviewees pointed out that the sales process of cyber insurance is slow and costly. It starts with creating cyber awareness and teaching the customer how to assess their exposure.

This begs the question, what can underwriters and brokers do to attract cyber insurance customers? The first trend that we have observed is the need to clearly define which insurance policies address cyber risk. The current practice is to either include cyber risk cover as a part of existing policies or as stand-alone insurance products. We have heard in our interviews that it is difficult to understand which policies cover which events, and that better clarity is needed to increase customer awareness and understanding of cyber insurance options. The second trend concerns the standardisation and simplification of cyber insurance language. Customers who are not well versed in cyber insurance find it difficult to understand policies and premiums. The provision of education by underwriters and brokers is important for this process. Third, insurance companies are already working to demonstrate how cyber insurance can add value to organisations beyond just providing coverage.

### 4.1 The expanding role along the value chain

Cyber insurance companies are experiencing a **symbiotic transformation of their business model, including more services along the value chain**. Insurers are moving from providing simple risk transfer options to offering risk consultation and prevention and breach resolution services (see Figure 5). Underwriters are transforming their role, shifting their value proposition so that they are present along the entire value chain of their customers:

- **Pre-breach**: Insurers are working to design appropriate cyber insurance policies for their future clients. They are working with customers to better understand risks and to prevent breaches based on appropriate risk management frameworks. Insurers are also offering consulting services to train and assist organisations in best practices for reacting to and limiting the damage from a cyberattack or incident.

- **Post-breach**: Insurers are providing services that evaluate the impact of an attack, help implement response and recovery plans, provide public relations and communications support, and identify appropriate mitigating actions.

In the past, insurers were present only after a breach. Underwriters helped with claims and coverage, but did not actively engage or collaborate with their customers on how to improve their cyber risk practices. Enterprises have traditionally hired IT vendors, consulting firms and specialised cybersecurity firms to address their cyber risk management needs. Today, the insurance industry is experiencing a transformation to a situation where insurers and customers become partners in reducing cyber risk exposure and the potential losses associated with it.

**Insurance companies are building cyber risk expertise to better serve their customers.** The additional services offered by insurance companies range from cybersecurity training to incident resolution advice and forensics after a cyber event.
According to our interviews, customers are aware of these new additional services and some customers want greater involvement from their cyber insurer. Half of the customers we interviewed mentioned the use of cyber insurers’ services, and one of them indicated that the company would love to have even a higher involvement with their cyber insurance provider. As we mentioned earlier in this report, large enterprises already have tools, mechanisms and partnerships with cyber security experts. They are well informed and they know how to assess and prevent risk. SMEs lack the resources and capabilities required to successfully reduce their cyber risk exposure. Cyber insurance can add more value, connecting SMEs with the right partners, providing useful advice and helping them manage and reduce their cyber risk. As one reinsurer mentioned “small and medium companies are overwhelmed by cyber risk. After an attack they don’t even know how to submit a claim. They need our help”.

**Cyber insurance provides the tools and knowledge to manage cyber risk**

The new role of cyber insurance is driven by three market needs: (1) increasing attractiveness of cyber insurance for customers; (2) improving profitability through loss reduction/prevention and customer retention; and (3) gaining cyber risk knowledge (see Figure 4).
The addition of new services along the cyber risk value chain increases the attractiveness of cyber insurance for customers and potentially improves the profitability of insurers.

The additional services along the value chain generate fee income and help reduce the probability and size of losses, making it in the interest of the insurers and brokers to prepare and help their customers to manage risk. This point was highlighted by all interviewees who were offering these additional services at the time. Customers who have a risk management plan, risk prevention and resolution tools, as well as dedicated teams in their organisations are better prepared to deal with cyber risk. Offering additional services also increases customer retention. The long sales process and the required upfront investment in a customer incentivises insurers to cultivate a long-lasting relationship with the companies they cover.

Establishing a presence in all phases of the cyber risk value chain enables insurers to capture more insights and knowledge from the market. Insurers with an understanding of the market, its customers and cyber risk are better prepared to design risk models and pricing frameworks. Ultimately, engagement in the entire value chain is a competitive advantage for insurers. As mentioned in Section 3.3: Limited data availability and information sharing, information about cyber risk incidents is limited, and no common repository exists yet, although efforts to create one are ongoing. Having control of information along the entire value chain will help insurers to better diagnose the causes of an attack, analyse...
resolution scenarios, and, ultimately, will help their customers to successfully manage cyber risk.

**Cyber risk services offered by insurers are usually provided through third parties**

The great range of new services offered through the cyber insurance value chain is usually set up through partnerships with third-party providers (e.g. IBM, FireEye). All interviewees implementing value-added services indicated that they offer them through third parties, with only three out of ten interviewees stating that they are developing in-house capabilities. In most post-breach cases, insurers refer customers to partners who deliver the services. Pre-breach services, such as cybersecurity training, may be provided as a part of the overall cyber insurance policy. Insurers and brokers are hiring cyber experts, and even funding or acquiring cyber risk companies to better advise their customers. The acquisition of a leading cybersecurity firm, Stroz Friedberg Inc., by AON in 2016, is an example of this trend.21

Insurers are developing competitive advantages by providing access to innovative services and technologies in addition to traditional insurance. An example from our interviews was installing network sensors on a customer’s premises to detect network vulnerabilities using machine learning algorithms.

**4.2 Coordinating the cyber insurance ecosystem**

These new services along the value chain are not without risks and challenges for the insurance companies themselves:

1. Insurance companies need to ensure that the third-party companies with which they partner actually deliver. Any discontent with third-party providers will impact the insurance company; for example, if a third-party service is not able to provide appropriate forensics or post-breach communication support to a customer, the customer may hold the cyber insurance provider accountable.

2. A closer relationship with customers means knowing more about them, but insurers risk being perceived as too controlling or meddlesome. Cyber insurance customers are already wary of sharing more than is required, so cyber insurance companies need to communicate to their customers that sharing information is for their own benefit, and highlight the advantages of good relationships.

3. Attracting SMEs with a combination of services will require a new sales process. SMEs are more inclined to allow insurers/brokers access to their network and will accept more services from them because SMEs are lacking in their own cybersecurity efforts, as discussed earlier in this paper.

**4.3 Improving customers’ cybersecurity**

Insurance companies active in the cyber market have an opportunity to help their customers better manage cybersecurity risk by enhancing cyber risk communications in customers’ enterprises.

**Executive management and board members are the key decision makers in purchasing cyber insurance**

The order to take out a cyber insurance policy frequently comes from managers at the highest levels of a company (e.g. CEO, CFO) or from the Board of Directors (see Figure 6).
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The role of the CISO or Head of Security varies from company to company. The objectives of the CISO are to effectively and efficiently protect critical enterprise information and improve cybersecurity practices. While CISOs are generally aware of cyber insurance as a valid risk transfer option, it remains outside the mainstream. Today, CISOs prefer to manage cybersecurity risks by implementing robust processes, hiring qualified employees, and purchasing appropriate technologies to protect the enterprise. Because CISOs are the target of the expanded service suite that insurers are beginning to offer, insurers need to figure out how to gain CISOs’ trust and support.

Some of our respondents stated that “the CISO does not want to hear that he is doing a poor job, so insurers need to work with him and go beyond just mentioning their gaps.”

The role of the CRO or risk manager is different from that of the CISO. While the CISO focuses on creating a strategy for planning and executing security measures to reduce cyber risk, CROs (or risk managers) focus on establishing overall risk strategies and practices that will minimise the exposure of the company to all risk. The incentives of the risk managers are usually linked with the long-term performance of the company. CROs and risk managers are typically the buyers of insurance in their organisations, making the CRO a natural marketing target for insurers.

Our data indicates that the CISO and the CRO frequently work in different parts of an organisation, sometimes do not know each other and may even use different definitions of risk. This gap represents a challenge for insurers because they sell their product to the CRO, even though the product is likely to be used by the CISO. According to our interviews, half of the insurers believe that there is a lack of communication between CISOs and CROs. This represents a unique opportunity for insurers who could help to bridge that gap, and by doing so, increase demand for cyber insurance and the value-added services that insurers now provide. Cyber risk insurers can help the CRO and the CISO break company silos and collaborate on cyber insurance.

Getting to the CISO or the CRO is just the first step for insurers. Underwriters and brokers need to demonstrate to the CISO and CRO the value that cyber insurance can bring to the company before these managers in turn can support it in front of the CEO. To do so, insurers should use their qualification processes to provide meaningful insights into the customer’s cybersecurity. Insurers can also host workshops for both CISOs and CROs to create a common understanding and lexicon among those two groups of leaders, connect potential customers with existing ones, and educate them about cybersecurity and the benefits of cyber insurance.

Insurers need to demonstrate the value of cyber insurance to CISOs to increase the use of cyber insurance.

The purchase of cyber insurance is just one of the steps in reducing cyber risk.

Insurers need to continuously train and educate their customers in cyber risk. Insurers do not need to be the provider of the training content or products, but they can direct their customers to sources that provide the right education and services to help improve cyber risk knowledge and practices.

---

22 https://blogs.wsj.com/cio/2017/05/05/thomson-reuters-ciso-cybersecurity-leadership-brings-personal-professional-challenges/
Cyber security needs to be championed from the top, down (i.e. starting at the CEO level and extending to all employees). There are a lot of discussions about where risk and security managers should be positioned in the organisational structure. In our interviews, one underwriter expressed his concerns that CISOs and CROs were not operating at senior enough levels to make a difference. “In the past years, CISOs and CROs have been downgraded and their access to the top level is becoming more limited”. Some reports that we have reviewed stated that the CISO should report to the CRO instead of reporting to the CIO. This recommendation is based on the fact that they share many goals when it comes to managing risks the company faces.

In our view, regardless of how the relationship between CISO and CRO is structured, insurers should foster the inclusion of both CISO and CRO in the executive committee or at the senior management level. We believe that this new structure will send a clear signal throughout the organisation and to the market that cyber security is a top priority. Risk and security managers already understand cyber risk, and giving them the opportunity to share their knowledge and expertise with top managers will help foster a cyber security culture within a company. Numerous reports, industry documents, standards and guidelines, and our own interviews make it clear that top management needs to lead the transformation and set an example for the company to follow. Once the top management is aware of cyber risk, the message needs to be carried forward to the rest of the company by multiple means, including through role modelling by top managers. Cyber insurance can help make this happen by defining the optimal mechanisms and strategies to spread cyber awareness.

Underwriters should constantly test and assess their customer risk capabilities. Training is essential, but without practice, lessons will not be learned.

Insurers need to advise their customers that employees are accountable for cyber risk. Employees need to understand that cyber security is a part of business, and that they must be committed to following appropriate cybersecurity practices. This is a critical part of a successful cybersecurity culture (in which the companies need to be involved as the main promoters).

Lastly, insurers should provide help and guidance through their additional services (see Section 4.1: The expanding role along the value chain). Before, during, and after a cyberattack, insurers need to provide the right tools to help manage cyber risk. For example, insurers can inform customers of recently discovered vulnerabilities that are applicable to the customers’ environments, suggest implementation of general best practices, and inform customers of new security solutions that can reduce cyber risk.

Cyber insurance companies are expanding their services to include options along the entire cyber risk value chain. Insurers are offering new services, from prevention to mitigation and resolution through third-party partnerships, and are cultivating deeper relationships with their customers to better prevent cyber risks. Cyber insurance companies need to continue to follow this trajectory to maximise market growth opportunities through increased customer value.
5. The growing cyber insurance market

Most of the cyber insurance market is in the U.S., where, according to various estimates, premiums range from USD 1.5 billion to USD 2 billion annually (see Figure 7). Roughly half of this premium volume is written as stand-alone cyber security insurance products, while the other half is part of a more general property and casualty package policy. The U.S. market is dominated by three main carriers that control almost half of the market (see Section 5.1. Differences in regional markets); however, the market is constantly expanding, with an annual growth of more than 25 per cent according to some interviewees.

Second, insurers active in the cyber market for the first time tend to focus only on common cyber risk events (e.g. notification costs) because they have neither sufficient data nor experience to price and model more complex cyber risks. By offering these limited policies, insurers can further develop their cyber risk expertise to later expand their services.

Third, the services provided by new entrants to the cyber insurance market may not be sufficiently robust and may not be able to provide adequate support when a cyber incident occurs, compared to the services of insurers that entered the market early, have had time to develop sophisticated pricing models, and already possess advanced risk modelling tools to calculate premiums. Established insurers understand their customers’ risks and are careful when assessing them. Customers may have to go through detailed assessments, including responding to NIST Cybersecurity Framework-like questionnaires and producing or allowing automated scores to be used. However, new insurers who enter the cyber insurance market with less robust knowledge of the topic usually use shorter questionnaires to assess customers.

5.1 Differences in regional markets

Our sources cited that the existence of strong cybersecurity and data breach reporting regulations, the presence of high-impact cyber incidents, and the growth in cyber-related litigation have accelerated growth of the U.S. cyber insurance market. Another important factor in this trend is how many of the world’s largest enterprises operate in the U.S. market. These large companies have dedicated cyber security teams and sophisticated cybersecurity leaders who understand cyber risk and want to transfer part of that risk by using insurance. That said, there is still a lot of room for growth.

The U.S. is the biggest cyber insurance market, but Europe and Asia are catching up due to new regulations and recent attacks

Meanwhile, in Europe, insurers are still developing their cyber offerings. Traditionally, global insurers have been repackaging their U.S. cyber offerings for Europe, but as many of our interviewees mentioned, this approach
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23 See NAIC at http://www.naic.org/cipr_topics/topic_cyber_risk.htm
has had only a limited effect in satisfying the needs of European customers. Insurers are now focusing on developing cyber insurance offerings that target European priorities, regulations and cultural norms. Moreover, the 2018 European data protection regulation (GDPR) is expected to stimulate the European cyber landscape. 24 Almost half of the surveyed insurers stated that GDPR will act as a trigger for the European cyber insurance market. The regulation requires that companies report to their customers within 72 hours any data breach that "results in a risk for the rights and freedoms of individuals." The failure to comply with GDPR can result in high penalties of up to 4 per cent of annual global turnover or EUR 20 million (whichever is greater). These rules apply to companies controlling and using customer data as well as the enterprises in charge of transferring data (cloud services or network providers).

The Asian market is still in its early phases; Asian companies are aware of cyber risk but are not ready to take full advantage of cyber insurance. In our conversations with insurance companies present in Asia, they highlighted that customers are demanding policies that help them to deal with data breach notification costs.

5.2 Understanding the future of the market

According to a recent report from PartnerRe, the main drivers of the cyber insurance market are news about cyber incidents, and external requirements such as those from regulators or customers (see Figure 8) 25.

Interviewees said that awareness of attacks is a strong market driver, citing the Target and Sony attacks that led to the adoption of new policies. As we discussed in the previous chapter, regulation is considered to be another key market driver.

---
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Figure 8: Drivers of the cyber insurance market

**What do you see as the top driver of cyber insurance sales?**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>% (interviews with 15 underwriters and customers)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>News of cyber-related losses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: PartnerRe 2016 survey report*

**Cyber incidents and third-party requirements are the main drivers of cyber insurance sales**

With the help of an MIT expert in system dynamics, we have developed a preliminary model of the behaviour of the cyber insurance market (see Figure 9). We created a simple representation of the market where the above-mentioned drivers and the low percentage of claims are increasing the demand for cyber insurance. As demand increases, over time new insurers will enter the cyber market, eventually lowering prices due to competition. This situation will have a positive impact on the way customers perceive value, which in turn will be translated into more demand for cyber insurance. This positive loop and the increase in cyber insurance drivers will lead to a growing market (if nothing else is considered).
The reality is more complex, however. There are many balancing forces in the market that will counter this positive trend (see Figure 10). For example, as the price of insurance drops, there is a risk of (1) lowering the quality of the service offered and (2) reducing the breadth of coverage of current policies. If the cyber insurance offer is downgraded, the perceived value of the product will decrease, and demand for cyber insurance will be reduced.

Further research is needed in this area to better understand the dynamics of the insurance market and define strategies to help the market achieve its full potential.
6. Final words

Cyber insurance is the fastest growing line of business in the insurance industry. There is a major opportunity for the industry to provide cyber risk transfer in the form of cyber insurance policies and to mitigate the impact of a cyberattack through prevention, detection and response services. These areas are not new to insurers or the organisations working with insurers. What is new, however, is the risk associated with the revolutionary digitisation of business activities.

The cyber insurance market is influenced by a series of issues: (1) the unique nature of cyber risk; (2) the difficulty in measuring and understanding accumulation risk; (3) the limited availability and sharing of cyber incidents and claims data; (4) the impact of regulation; and (5) the effect of new technologies on cyber security. Although risk transfer is well understood in the insurance market in general, these specific issues are currently posing new challenges.

The short history of cyber insurance, the incomplete and untested risk models and the possibility of system-wide attacks are hindering the development of the market. The research presented in this paper provides insights into the questions concerning (1) the symbiotic transformation of insurers expanding their services along the value chain; (2) the ability of insurers to improve cyber awareness and remove customers’ protection gaps; and (3) an understanding of the dynamics of the cyber insurance market. It also suggests important areas for future research, including:

- **Identifying solutions to the greatest challenges**—Insurability, accumulation risk, capacity constraints, other related unknowns, including modelling capabilities, are some of the greatest challenges.

- **Understanding market dynamics**—Better tracking and prediction of cyber insurance market movement, entry and exit of players, market pricing, cyber risk metrics, and the impact of cyber events.

- **Understanding cyber in terms of other insurance**—What can we gain by looking at other insurance markets and products (e.g. extreme natural catastrophe risks, terrorism and war)?

- **Creating an effective value chain**—Finding the right mix of services, in-house vs partnerships, charging for services, requirement vs voluntary, are just a few of the issues in building the cyber risk service value chain.

- **Understanding the political, micro- and macroeconomic impacts of cyber risk**—Many of the aspects of cyber risk are being played out in the international community in terms of policies, politics, regulations and trade policies. How these will impact insurers today and in the future is a very important aspect of the insurance marketplace.

Insurers are in a unique position to help their customers improve cyber awareness and better understand and deal with cyber risks. In addition to the growth of policies for cyber risk transfer, the cyber risk insurance value chain provides a range of cybersecurity services. This offering serves not only to generate an additional revenue stream and provide greater protection to customers but also allows for the collection of valuable data by insurers regarding cyber risks, cyberattacks, successful mitigation strategies, and the financial impact of attacks.

While risks and opportunities of the nascent cyber market have been identified, the policies developed so far by global standard setters such as the FSB and the IAIS have not kept pace with recent market dynamics. There is more work to be done. The industry should see this as an opportunity to reach out in a cooperative spirit, helping policymakers design regulation that effectively supports the evolution towards a mature cyber insurance market.
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The aim of this research is to provide insights into cyber insurance markets, identify future trends, and suggest areas for market developments and improvements.